
 

 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Dan Fairbanks, Planning Director, March Joint Powers Authority 
From: Nicole Cobleigh, Dudek 
Subject: West Campus Upper Plateau Project: Responses to Comments Received – June 11, 2024 

through June 12, 2024 (Part 2) 
Date: June 12, 2024 
Attachment(s): 1. Table of Commenters, Comments and Responses 

2. Response to Sierra Club Letter, dated June 12, 2024 
3. Comment Letters Received 

 

After release of the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the West Campus Upper Plateau Project, and after 
submitting responses to the previous 96 pre-hearing letters, an additional 20 pre-hearing comment letters were 
received on June 11, 2024 and June 12, 2024. The following attachments include responses to the comments 
raised in the comment letters. CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 identifies when a lead agency must recirculate 
an EIR. A lead agency is required to recirculate an EIR when significant new information is added to the EIR after 
public notice is given of the availability of the Draft EIR but before certification of the Final EIR. Information includes 
changes in the project or environmental setting as well as additional data or other information. New information 
added to an EIR is not considered significant unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a 
meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible 
way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project alternative) that the project’s proponents have 
declined to implement. As defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a), significant new information requiring 
recirculation includes the following: 

1. A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a new mitigation measure 
proposed to be implemented. 

2. A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result unless mitigation measures 
are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of insignificance. 

3. A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from others previously analyzed 
would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the project, but the project’s proponents decline to adopt 
it. 

4. The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful 
public review and comment were precluded. 

As stated in CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(b), “recirculation is not required where the new information added 
to the EIR merely clarifies or amplifies or makes insignificant modifications in an adequate EIR.” As demonstrated 
in the responses to comments included in Attachments 1, 2 and 3, none of the clarifications, modifications, or 
editorial corrections presented in this Final EIR constitute significant new information warranting recirculation of 
the EIR as set forth in CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. 
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Table of Commenters, Comments and Responses  
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Comment Letters Received – 06/11/24 and 06/12/24 (Part 2) 
 Date Commenter Comment(s) Response(s) 
1 06/12/24 Sierra Club, George 

Hague 
See Attachment 2 for summary of comments and responses 

2 06/12/24 League of Women’s 
Voters 

General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 

3 06/12/24 Elizabeth Alanis General opposition Noted; no new issues raised.  
4 06/12/24 Fera Momtaz General opposition Noted; no new issues raised.  
5 06/12/24 Brian De Mint General opposition Noted; no new issues raised.  
6 06/12/24 Jillian Menez General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
7 06/12/24 Cindy Chiek General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
8 06/12/24 Lauren Leinz General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
9 06/12/24 Yesenia Contreras General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
10 06/11/24 LaDonna Ardary General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
11 06/11/24 Carolyn Rasmussen 1. Disappointment with RTC I-440.1 about 

increased truck traffic and the payment of 
$100,000. 
 
2. General opposition 

1. No new comments raised; just disappointment 
over the response.  
 
 
2. Noted; no new issues raised.  

12 06/11/24 Adamaris Maldonado 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
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13 06/11/24 Aaron Echols 1. Commenter asserts that it conducted 
independent surveys of the project area. Its report 
submits 6 photographs that it took of the site in 
2023 (some of the photos may be the same photo 
and different scale) through the fence surrounding 
the property.  Based on these photos, commenter 
asserts that San Diego tarweed is present on the 
site and is the dominant plant, covering 52% of the 
site, in some sections of the site.  Based on the 
number of San Diego tarweed, commenter asserts 
that this is a “very rare” circumstance.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. The San Diego tar weed is the same plant as the 
paniculate tarplant, which is addressed in the EIR 
which states: 

Paniculate tarplant (Deinandra 
paniculata), a CRPR 4.2 species, was 
observed during the focused botanical 
surveys. The species was detected within 
the Specific Plan Area and the Staging Area 
along the access roads as well as within 
the northern portion of the site. Species 
with CRPR 4 are not considered “rare,” but 
only limited in distribution or infrequent 
throughout a broader range in California 
(e.g., “watch list” species) (CNPS 2020). 
Thus, given that CEQA requires findings of 
significance for projects that “threaten 
to…reduce the number or restrict the range 
of a rare or endangered plant,” paniculate 
tarplant will not be analyzed further. 

 
Thus, the biological surveys were accurate and 
identified this species consistent with the 
commenter.  As the CNPS recognizes, paniculate 
tarplant is not a protected plant under CEQA.  The 
presence of several non-protected species does 
not constitute a very rare circumstance and is a 
common occurrence. Paniculate tarplant is 
abundant and widespread in W. Riverside County. 
The occurrence and abundance of this species 
(like many members of the genus Deinandra) can 
vary greatly year over year based largely on 
precipitation. The abundance of this species on 
site does not constitute a ‘very rare circumstance’  
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   2. Commenter also submitted a photo that it 
claims is a long spined spineflower.   
 
 
 
3. Commenter also asserts that CDFW needed to 
be consulted with to determine how to classify this 
habitat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Commenter asserts the dates of the surveys are 
inaccurate. 

2. The photo is far too grainy and blurry to identify 
what species it is and is not substantial evidence 
that a long spined spineflower is on the project 
site. 
 
3. CDFW relies on consultants/EIR preparers to 
classify habitats and is typically not consulted 
during the survey process. At the time of our 
vegetation mapping and analysis non-native 
grassland was the dominant vegetation type. 
Annual variation in precipitation can affect species 
composition and coverage but the project site 
continues to be dominated by non-native 
grassland. 
 
4. As discussed in Form Letter Response C, these 
dates are accurate. 
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14 06/11/24 California Native 
Plant Society 

1. The commenter claims surveys are limited to 
late summer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Commenter asserts that four populations of 
long-spined spineflower that were not observed 
based on the timing of the surveys.   
 
 
 
 
 
3. The commenter asserts that a rare species 
“deinandra faciculata” is similar to species on the 
site.   
 
4. Commenter notes that the biological survey 
observed San Diego tarplant.   

1. The survey dates for plants and wildlife on the 
cited dates were the general biological surveys.  
Rare plant surveys were separately conducted on 
June 6 and 7 of 2022 during the blooming period of 
those species. These surveys are not limited to 
late summer surveys as the commenter falsely 
claims. 
 
2. This annual species was not documented during 
the 2022 surveys. This species is not a state or 
federally-listed species, so like similar species of 
this status is generally considered adequately 
conserved through habitat-based conservation. 
Given the site location within the MSHCP and the 
project conservation of 445 acres. 
 
3. Paniculate tarplant was observed and is 
addressed in the EIR.  This species is abundant 
and widespread in W. Riverside County. 
 
4. This is true. This is true. As explained in other 
responses, the San Diego tarplant is listed as 4.2 
by CNPS and CNPS acknowledges it is not a 
species that needs to be evaluated under CEQA.  
(CNPS 2020). 1 Though not required under CEQA, 
presence of this species was disclosed and 
addressed in the EIR.  

15 06/11/24 Joyce Tice General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 

 
1 https://www.cnps.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/crpr4_technical_memo.pdf 
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16 06/11/24 Rosamonde Cook 1. Wildlife: Complete MSHCP data set may not 
have been used to evaluate the potential for 
impacts. A complete data set should have been 
requested.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Rare Plants: Seem to rely on personal 
knowledge instead of surveys. Rely on 
assumptions rather than cited references.  

1. Commenter asserts that the biological 
consultant only reviewed the information available 
to the general public but not the information that 
has the “highest level of security” that CDFW and 
RCA maintain. ROCKS reviewed all data.  There is 
no such thing biological survey information 
“highest level of security.”  The commenter is 
referring to the RCA database. ROCKS consulted 
the RCA database, which is discussed in 
Biological Resources Response to Comments, 
Appendix D-2.  
 
2. ROCKS documented all the information in their 
field surveys. The biological survey is based on 
field data, not just personal knowledge of one 
individual. Commenter alleges that another 
person found a species on another site, the Grove, 
for which the commenter provides no information. 
Experienced biological botanists surveyed the site 
and looked for all rare and protected species.  This 
is not substantial evidence that the project 
surveys are incorrect.  

17 06/11/24 Juan Carillo-
Dominguez 

General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 

18 06/11/24 Andrea Tercero General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
19 06/12/24 Jillian Kerstetter General opposition Noted; no new issues raised. 
20 06/12/24 RAMV Rural 

Association of Mead 
Valley 

Commenter raises two sites that are not proximate 
to the project site and have no relevance to this 
project.  Commenter also asserts without any 
evidence that the investigation of contamination 
was inadequate.  

This generalized comment is addressed in 
Response to Comments Topical Hazards and 
Section 4.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials in 
the Final EIR. Please see Response to Comments 
Topical Alternatives for a discussion of Alternative 
Plan #2: Veterans Village Approach, Section 4.2 Air 
Quality in the Final EIR and Section 4.11 Noise in 
the Final EIR. 
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Response to Sierra Club Letter, dated June 12, 2024 

 
  



Response to Sierra Club comment letter – 6/12/2024 
 
The comment provides the commenting organization’s opinion of the Final EIR’s Project 
consistency analysis with the AG’s Warehouse Best Practices as detailed in Topical 
Response 4, Project Consistency. The commenter disagrees with some of the conclusions. 
The following address several misstatements or misunderstandings: 

• MM-AQ-1 requires the applicant provide evidence prior to issuance of each grading 
and building permit, that Tier IV or better equipment will be used. Zero-emission 
construction equipment would constitute equipment better than Tier IV. The 
required evidence may include contracts, plan specifications, etc. 

• Regarding MM-AQ-3, inclusion of the phrase “to the extent feasible” acknowledges 
the possibility that not all construction equipment will be available in electric-
powered form, and that generators may be necessary due to emergency situations 
or constrained supply. 

• Noise and vibration impacts of Project construction are fully analyzed in Section 
4.11, Noise, of the Final EIR and impacts were determined to be less than 
significant.  Although not required for CEQA purposes, PDF-NOI-1 through PDF-NOI-
4 represent the applicant’s commitment to be a good neighbor to the local 
community and minimize noise and vibration as much as feasible. Impacts related 
to fugitive dust are analyzed in Section 4.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR. The Project 
will comply with SCAQMD’s regulations related to fugitive dust and the analysis 
determined impacts to be less than significant. 

• Regarding MM-AQ-20, March JPA and the applicant cannot prohibit access to the 
site by any truck or vehicle that is otherwise legal to operate on California roads and 
highways.  Limiting MM-AQ-20 to vehicles domiciled onsite represents the feasible 
actions March JPA and the applicant can take.  The applicant is required to provide a 
feasibility study prior to each building permit or certificate of occupancy. 

• The Project site is within the March ARB/IPA Airport Influence Area, which means 
that solar requirements and construction are not the sole purview of March JPA.  
MM-GHG-1 acknowledges  ALUC’s role. 

• MM-GHG-7 requires compliance with the voluntary provisions of Tier 2 of the 2022 
CALGreen Code. 

• Cumulative health impacts of the Project’s truck routes, including Cactus Avenue, 
are evaluated and disclosed in Section 4.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR and Appendix 
C-2. 

• Similar to MM-AQ-3, MM-AQ-24 addresses situations where a generator may be 
necessary. 

• MM-AQ-21 imposes the requirements of SCAQMD Rule 2202 to tenants with less 
than 250 employees. 

• MM-AQ-22 contains a list of topics to be covered annually for employees and truck 
drivers, as appropriate. 



Project consistency with the SCAQMD 2022 Air Quality Management Plan is addressed in 
Topical Response 2 – Air Quality, in Chapter 9 of the Final EIR.  The comment refers to one 
of the components from SCAQMD 2022 AQMP Appendix IV-A – Stationary and Mobile 
Source Control Measures, C-CMB-02, regarding emissions reductions from replacement 
with zero emission or low NOx appliances – commercial space heating.  The comment 
suggests the Project buildings should be required to have zero emissions and electric 
appliances including stove tops/ovens and water heaters.  The Project does not include 
residential uses, and the Project’s proposed land uses would not be anticipated to include 
many stove tops/ovens.  As noted elsewhere in the consistency analysis in Topical 
Response 2, MM-GHG-4 requires installation of water heaters with an energy factor of .92 
or higher.    
 
Similarly, Project consistency with the EPA’s Mobile Source Pollution: Environmental 
Justice and Transportation guidance is addressed in Topical Response 2 – Air Quality, in 
Chapter 9 of the Final EIR.  As explained therein, MM-AQ-20 requires all heavy-duty trucks 
(Class 7 and 8) domiciled at the project site are model year 2014 or later from start of 
operations, and shall expedite a transition to zero-emission vehicles, with the fleet fully 
zero-emission by December 31, 2030 or when feasible for the intended application, 
whichever date is later. As noted above, March JPA and the applicant cannot prohibit 
access to the site by any truck or vehicle that is otherwise legal to operate on California 
roads and highways.  Limiting MM-AQ-20 to vehicles domiciled onsite represents the 
feasible actions March JPA and the applicant can take.   
 
As explained in Topical Response 2 – Air Quality, comments on the EIR requested that all air 
quality mitigation measures included in the World Logistics Center Settlement Agreement, 
dated April 28, 2021, be incorporated into the Project.  In response to these comments, 
Topical Response 2 includes a table that identifies settlement agreement measures from 
the World Logistics Center Settlement Agreement and identifies what mitigation measures 
for the proposed Project correlate with those from the World Logistics Center project.  The 
comment states that the Project does not provide an air-conditioned lounge with vending 
machines; however, the comment includes the consistency analysis regarding MM-AQ-9, 
which requires any facility totaling more than 400,000 square feet to include a truck 
operator lounge equipped with clean and accessible amenities such as restrooms, vending 
machines, television, and air conditioning.   
 
Similarly, comments were received requesting that all air quality mitigation measures 
included in the Centerpoint Properties Air Quality Conditions of Approval be incorporated 
into the proposed Project. In response to these comments, a table in Topical Response 2 – 
Air Quality, in Chapter 9 of the Final EIR identifies conditions of approval from the 
Centerpoint Properties Air Quality Conditions of Approval and identifies what mitigation 
measures for the proposed Project correlate with those from the Centerpoint Properties 
project. Construction emissions associated with PM10 and PM2.5 are addressed in Section 
4.2, Air Quality, and Appendix C-1, of the EIR.  Contrary to the comment’s suggestion 
Centerpoint does not require all onsite vehicles and equipment to be zero emissions from 



the start of operations. As explained in the consistency analysis in Table 2 and consistent 
with Centerpoint, heavy-duty trucks will transition to zero -emission vehicles; however, 
MM-AQ-18 requires the use of electric service yard trucks (hostlers), pallet jacks and 
forklifts, and other on-site equipment, with necessary electrical charging stations provided 
from the start of operations.   
 
The comment criticizes the references and abbreviations from the air quality mitigation 
measures included in the Stockton Mariposa Industrial Complex Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Program (MMRP), which were provided in Topical Response 2 in response to 
comments.  
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From: Dan Fairbanks <fairbanks@marchjpa.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:26 PM
To: Nicole Cobleigh
Cc: Cindy Camargo; Dr. Grace Martin
Subject: Prehearing comment

Pre-hearing comment 

From: Jillian GMAIl <jillian.c.kerst@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:08 PM 
To: Dan Fairbanks <fairbanks@marchjpa.com> 
Subject: Warehouse  
  
Hello, 
 
I am not able to attend the meeting tonight and am willing to sign any petition opposing this  
 
Jillian Kerstetter 
Sent from my iPhone 



RAMV Rural Association of Mead Valley 
PO Box 2244 
Perris, CA 92572 

Abilene149@gmail.com 
 
 
March Joint Powers Authority (“MJPA”) 

Ed Delgado, Chair 
Michael Vargas, Vice Chair 
Ulises Cabrera, Member   
Jim Perry, Member 
Chuck Conder, Member 
Rita Rogers, Member 
Kevin Jeffries, Member 
Dr. Yxstian Gutierrez, Member 
 

Submitted to: 

Cindy Camargo, Clerk - camargo@marchjpa.com 
Dan Fairbanks - Fairbanks@marchjpa.com 
14205 Meridian Parkway, Suite 140 
Riverside, CA 92518 
 

Re: West March Upper Plateau Project Final EIR (SCH#2021110304) 
 

Dear Chairman Delgado, Members of the Commission of the March Joint Powers Authority: 

The Rural Association of Mead Valley is opposed to the West March Upper Plateau Project that consists 
proposed 1.84 million-square-foot warehouse project, located north of Orangecrest, east of Mission 
Grove, and west of the I-215 Freeway, that was used by the Air Force for over 100 years as a dumping 
ground for hazardous materials of all types and storage of nuclear weapons. The entire site is 
contaminated and must tested and be cleaned up before any construction can take place.  March JPA 
has not analyzed the soil of the 252 site for contamination.  During construction the soil can enter the 
air and travel for miles.  During the Santa Ana winds with speeds over 70 miles per hour and the off 
shore breezes the contaminated soil can travel throughout the nearby neighborhoods and land on the 
Church, Pre School, Sports Park nearby and thousands of homes in the Orangecrest and Mission Grove 
Neighborhoods causing untold health and safety concerns to thousands of residents living nearby.     
 
The County has a history of ignoring contaminated and polluted areas. Today the March JPA is set to 
vote on 252 acres of land that has toxic and polluted water and soil from over100 years that this land 
was part of the March Air Force Base.  The CEQA for this Project is deficient in the analysis of the soil 
and water and no indication that the contamination will be cleaned up before construction will take 
Place.  

 

mailto:camargo@marchjpa.com
mailto:Fairbanks@marchjpa.com


The March JPA did not do a thorough analysis and testing of the soil and water for this project site for 
contamination, even though it was used by the military for over 100 years. The EIR is deficient.  
 

“As the oldest operational Air Force base on the west coast, personnel at March engaged in a wide variety 

of operations dealing with toxic and hazardous substances as early as 1918. Hazardous wastes were 

generated primarily from industrial operations such as aircraft cleaning and vehicle maintenance, fire 

protection training, and fuels storage and use. Historically, wastes were disposed of using incinerators, 

discharging them into sanitary sewer systems and storm drains, and placing them in unlined pits and 

landfills. Accidental spills of fuels and chemicals such as cleaning solvents also occurred”. 

https://www.afcec.af.mil/Home/BRAC/March/Cleanup/ 

 

https://marchjpa.com/mjpa-meridian-west-campus/ 

 

Two Examples of contamination that the County ignored are the Stringfellow Acid Pits in Jurupa and the 

Autumn Wood Housing Project in Wildomar. 

 

https://truthout.org/articles/autumnwood-a-community-living-in-toxic-fear-and-uncertainty/ 

 

Autumnwood: A Community Living in Toxic Fear and Uncertainty 

Since the first tenants moved into Autumnwood a little over eight years ago, a rash of serious 

illnesses, sometimes fatal, have pockmarked the community. Take Amaryllis Court – an eleven-

home cul-de-sac bookending one corner of Autumnwood. In those eight years at Amaryllis Court 

alone, two women in their thirties have died from complications arising from pneumonia, while a 

number of families have fled their homes and many of their belongings after suffering for years 

with chronic illnesses. 

There’s the Muniz family: Jennifer, Javier and their four children. Jennifer and Javier Muniz 

moved into their home on Amaryllis Court in 2006. Since then, the Muniz’s three eldest children 

have suffered a laundry list of illnesses, including gastrointestinal and respiratory problems, 

rashes and pneumonia. Doctors have toyed with a number of prognoses specific to the intestine, 

including Crohn’s and Celiac disease. After falling sick with flu, Jennifer had her gall bladder 

removed. It was diseased, almost completely black. She was 29 at the time. The Muniz’s 

abandoned their home in 2012 after doctors warned Jennifer that she could endanger her unborn 

child if she remained in her home. During Jennifer’s previous pregnancy, formaldehyde was 

found in her breast milk. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Stringfellow is one of the most toxic places in the United States, and of an epic legal battle to 

clean up the site and hold those responsible accountable. More than 34 million gallons of liquid 

industrial waste were dumped in the acid pits during its years of operation. Contamination from 

the site leached into groundwater and spread for miles through the Jurupa Valley, forcing closure 

of private drinking water wells. 

California officials approached rancher James Stringfellow about using his land in Riverside County, east 

of Los Angeles, as a hazardous dump site. Officials claimed it was a natural waste disposal site because of 

the impermeable rocks that underlay the surface. They were gravely mistaken. Over 55 million gallons of 

industrial chemicals from more than a dozen of the nation’s most prominent companies poured into the 



site’s unlined ponds. Heavy rains forced surges of chemical- laden water into Pyrite Creek and the nearby 

town of Glen Avon. Children played in the froth, making fake beards with the chemical foam. The liquid 

waste contaminated the groundwater, threatening the drinking water for hundreds of thousands of 

California residents. Penny Newman, a special education teacher and mother, led a grassroots army of so- 

called “hysterical housewives” who demanded answers and fought to clean up the toxic dump.  

The Stringfellow Acid Pits is now a superfund site:  

https://www.jurupavalley.org/311/Stringfellow-Acid-Pits-Superfund-Project  

 

The project area currently contains fourteen munitions bunkers used in the past to store munitions and 

nuclear weapons. These bunkers are currently used to store commercial fireworks. The health and welfare 

for over 20,000 residents living nearby this Project is in jeopardy during and after the construction phase 

of the project because of the risk of contaminated soil and water on site. Residents feel the land must 

remain open space as it is too contaminated to risk the health of over 20,000 people living nearby if they 

do otherwise. 

 

REIR (Recirculated EIR) indicates there are multiple uninvestigated areas that may have exploded or 

unexploded munitions.  This is certainly cause for alarm as the community is very close to the site and a 

large 30 foot gas line travels across the Project.  

 

PFAS/PFOS/PFOA compounds are present in munitions.  The site was not tested for Perchlorate 

contamination and yet was exposed to rocket fuel, fireworks and munitions for years.  The site was used 

for storage of nuclear weapons for over 30 years and must be tested for radioactive materials levels. 

 

This is more than just another massive warehouse project next to homes. Over 20,000 people live close to 

this proposed project. Some of the homes, Grove Community Preschool, and a Community After-School 

Day Care Center are just 300 feet from the project site. The project will bring more logistics trucks into 

their residential neighborhoods and increase air pollution in an area that has the second-worst air pollution 

in the nation. 

 

The communities surrounding this site are concerned about the contaminated soil being disturbed during 

construction and traveling throughout the area, affecting their health for years to come. There is a large 

sports park just 1300 feet from the project where thousands of children play each week. 

 

The March JPA did not do a thorough analysis and testing of the soil and water for this project site for 

contamination, even though it was used by the military for over 100 years. 

 

“As the oldest operational Air Force base on the west coast, personnel at March engaged in a wide variety 

of operations dealing with toxic and hazardous substances as early as 1918. Hazardous wastes were 

generated primarily from industrial operations such as aircraft cleaning and vehicle maintenance, fire 

protection training, and fuels storage and use. Historically, wastes were disposed of using incinerators, 

discharging them into sanitary sewer systems and storm drains, and placing them in unlined pits and 

landfills. Accidental spills of fuels and chemicals such as cleaning solvents also occurred”. 

https://www.afcec.af.mil/Home/BRAC/March/Cleanup/ 

 

This property is public land that must be used to benefit the Public at large.  The best use would be 

Veterans Housing.  The County has a huge need for Veteran housing in the area. 

 

https://usvets.org/march-veterans-village/ 



MARCH VETERANS VILLAGE 

U.S.VETS — Inland Empire is proud to introduce March Veterans Village, a community 

dedicated to supporting low income veterans and their families with affordable housing and 

supportive services conveniently located next to March Air Reserve Base in Riverside County, 

CA. Once all phases are completed, March Veterans Village will consist of seven apartment 

buildings and be home to more than 400 veterans and their families. 

 
 
Other concerns are the hundreds of logistics trucks that will be added to the area, additional air pollution 

and noise.  Trucks are currently using Van Buren, Allessandro and neighborhood streets to travel to the 

ports of LA. The majority avoid the freeways that are congested and use the local roads that are faster. 

This is much more dangerous and increases air pollution for an area that has the worst smog in the nation. 

They travel by sensitive receptors such as our schools.  

The area is an Environmental Justice Community with the majority of the residents living nearby falling 

into the poverty rate.  

 

The Rural Association of Mead Valley urges the March JPA to deny the EIR and Upper Plateau Project 

and vote NO.  

Please consider this Public land and the uses for this should be given to our Veterans in need of housing. 

We should not have homeless veterans walking the streets of Riverside.  I see them frequently and there is 

no excuse for this. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Debbie Walsh 

President RAMV 
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